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ABSTRACT 
This thesis develops a logic for objectively measuring the required effort that the 
staff of a maritime headquarters and its embedded maritime operations center must exert 
to accomplish tasks within a time period. It also provides a way to gain insights into the 
relative quality of work and risk assumed by them to do so, given the current manning 
and experience levels of its staff members. 
We focus on a method for considering staff activities—conducted under the 
constraints of limited resources by a versatile workforce—as a project scheduling 
problem, and we expand previous project scheduling methods to include the simultaneous 
consideration of multiple projects with limited resources. 
We develop a simulation-based tool, called the Dynamic Resource Allocation 
Analysis Simulation Tool Kit (DRAASTK), that incorporates manager-defined 
preferences and priority rules to provide task-resource pairings, a list of delays and 
the resources responsible, and resource utilization information. 
We use these outputs to quantify the risk to mission accomplishment that is 
accepted when staff levels, training, and equipment are underfunded, and articulate a 
more realistic picture for the level of effort a staff must exert to support the commander's 
command and control (C2) mission. 
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Executive Summary
In professions where loss of life or serious harm is a tangible and ever-present consequence,
failure is simply not an option, regardless of the circumstances or resources at hand. This
is especially true among warfighters and the organizations that support them. Bolstered by
such resolve, administrative staffs may experience periods of success where the strains of
limited manpower, personnel, training, and educational (MPT&E) resources are overcome
by a “never say die” ethos. However, their chances for success or quality of their work is
put at risk the longer they must operate under the stresses of limited resources, particularly
in instances of rapid changes to intensity or operational tempo. Unfortunately, the near and
long-term operational impacts of these MPT&E factors, and risks to staff performance as
they continue to “do more with less,” are difficult to articulate to higher echelons when
those impacts are effectively mitigated by the efforts of the very same people experiencing
them.
One prime example of this resilient type of staff are the dedicated men and women serving
within any of the Navy’s maritime headquarters.
As the theater combatant commander’smaritimewarfighter, theNavyfleet commanderman-
ages theater maritime assets to prepare and provide forces, and employs those naval forces
to support and perform operational missions. To execute these duties, each of their mar-
itime headquarters (MHQ)s is designed to be appropriately manned, trained, and equipped
to support both functions; even as the commander is assigned various responsibilities to
conduct enduring and contingencymissions as a Naval Force (NAVFOR) Commander, Joint
Force Maritime Commander (JFMCC), Coalition Force Maritime Component Commander
(CFMCC), or even support for joint task force (JTF) operations.
Within the MHQ staff, a separate maritime operations center (MOC) bridges the com-
mand and control (C2) gap between strategic level guidance and tactical employment of
forces. TheseMOC staffs perform tasks that provide the commander with the organizational
structure, procedures, and expertise support needed to make and communicate informed de-
cisions, while setting the conditions for subordinate success; separate from the MHQ’s fleet
management mission. However, even with well-defined requirements in place, MPT&E
xv
impacts still pose potential risks to a MOC’s ability to effectively support the commander’s
C2 role. On a practical level, it may not be possible for all staffs to be sufficiently equipped
or manned to designed levels at all times, and en route training timelines could either
cause gaps in billet fills, or delays in training for newly reporting personnel. The potential
cumulative effects of these impacts could result in a reduced, but highly dedicated staff,
capable of accomplishing its day-to-day missions, or even contingency operations for a lim-
ited time. However, this level of performance would require the consolidation of multiple
MOC position responsibilities, and the leveraging of in-house experience as a replacement
for proper training and education. Ultimately, this model could prove unsustainable, as the
increased operations tempo of contingency operations stress the MOC’s current manpower
beyond the limits of what their efforts are able to mitigate, and leads to either delays in task
completion and/or impacts to the quality of support they are able to provide.
This thesis develops a logic for objectively measuring the required effort a staff member
must exert to accomplish tasks within a time period, and provides a way to gain insights into
the relative quality of work and risk assumed by them to do so, given the current manning
and experience levels of their staff members. We focus on a method for considering staff
activities, conducted under the constraints of limited resources by a versatile workforce,
as project scheduling problems for task-on-node networks. To create those networks that
represent the functions of a MOC, we describe a procedure for converting the supporting
tasks that make up themission essential tasks (METs) aMOC is assigned, into a collection of
network nodeswith precedence relationships, expected durations, and resource requirements
in the form of the functional team-leads needed to work tasks.
We explore current techniques for representing and solving resource-constrained project
scheduling problems, in search of a model that best describes the “real world” aspects of a
staff, their work, and the MPT&E factors that impact them. In reviewing the merits of the
Critical Path Method (CPM) and the Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT) for
identifying the taskswhomost affect the completion time of a network, we ultimately dismiss
them as necessary, but not sufficient because they do not account for resource requirements
or constraints. To better suit the level of complexity a model must account for to represent
staff activities, the family of Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problems (RCPSPs)
is explored. Many variations to the RCPSP exist, each adding a level of variability with the
aim ofmodeling amore general scenario; includingmultiple combinations of resource types
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to complete the same task, and the simultaneous consideration of multiple projects. Each 
variation has its own set of solution methods as well, with each technique leaning farther 
from finding optimal answers and more towards “good enough” as complexity increases.
We finally settle on an adaptation of the Combinatorial Multi-mode Resource Constrained 
Multiple Project Scheduling Problem (CMRCMPSP) model, which allows us to capture the 
flexibility of a MOC staff in many w ays. It accounts for a supervisor’s ability to consider 
staff members as sets of combinations according to the skills they can perform, rather than 
by job titles. This mirrors the situations where a staff must tap personnel for the skills 
they possess without regard for the positions to which they are assigned; in the name of 
“getting the job done.” The CMRCMPSP model also incorporates the various options in 
the way resources can be applied to complete a task, the need to conduct multiple parallel 
projects that must share a common pool of resources, the abilities of talented staff members 
whom are able to wear many positional “hats” while contributing to multiple concurrent 
efforts with varying degrees of proficiency (based on level of t raining, education, and/or 
experience), and a supervisor’s preferences or organizational policies for the employment 
of resources which serve to resolve conflicts b etween c ompeting t ask f or t hose limited 
resources.
Using the Python programming language, we create a custom discrete event simulation 
algorithm to solve our adaptation of the CMRCMPSP model, which develops a schedule 
for the given projects by using the available resource pool. Designated the Dynamic 
Resource Allocation Analysis Simulation Tool Kit, or DRAASTK, simulation outputs 
include information for both the task-resource pairings and resource usage necessary to 
achieve the provided schedule. Along with a recommended schedule for task completion, 
a record for each delayed task, and the lacking required skills that caused its delay at the 
time of its evaluation, is provided to give insight into the organization’s skill deficiencies 
and potential points for where additional resources should be focused. As for the current 
resource utilization and risk, a record for the percentage of time each staff member is 
involved with a task is taken; broken down by how much of that time is spent engaged 
with either a single or multiple simultaneous tasks as a measure of that staff member’s 
exerted effort. The level of proficiency for which a  resource holds for the skill applied to 
a task is also noted and provided. A subjective value based on the training, education, and 
experience level a staff member holds for a particular skill, the collective average for the
xvii
level of proficiency of all staff members whose skills were utilized to complete a  task is 
analogous to the relative level of risk in quality and performance a staff assumes to achieve 
the provided timeline.
As a resourcing decision aide, this thesis provides many opportunities for additional work, in 
both data and simulation refinement. In particular, in order to consider MOC staff operations 
as networks to analyze, significant subject matter expert (SME) input is required to apply 
precedence relationships and expected durations to all supporting task and procedures. A 
MOC organizational review and development of these networks is an important first step 
in evaluating MOC staff operations. Developing granularity in the resource pool is also a 
viable area for expansion. Currently DRAASTK considers skills as the positions of team 
leaders common to all MOCs, but this can be evolved to include the duties and skills of 
each team member and their individual availability schedules, allowing for a more robust 
examination of a specific MOC s taff. Finally, future work can focus on the flexibility of the 
simulation itself. Incorporating stochastic elements for initial and/or resource-based task 
durations, as well as consideration for individual resource availability, all works towards 
developing a more “real world” model and method for gaining viable insights to inform and 
aide decision makers with complex resource allocation resolutions.
Our method for pairing a limited pool of skilled resources with the tasks that require them 
and recording the points of resource-induced delays and relative quality of skill in task 
completion are the main contributions of this thesis. Compared to a staffing profile inline 
with a MHQ’s intended manning, the schedules and outputs generated by DRAASTK give 
insights into the amount of effort and risk to quality and timeliness an actual staffing profile 
exhibits. This information provides a quantifiable basis to articulate the existing MPT&E 
impacts and risks to mission that a staff experiences, and may inform the conversation 
needed to justify the resourcing requirements of a staff that continues to succeed, despite 
“doing more with less.”
xviii
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Maritime operations centers (MOCs) provide Navy fleet commanders with a command
and control (C2) organization that enables them to operationally employ their forces. In
order to provide the required support to the commander in both short-term and prolonged
engagements, this organization must consist of a sufficiently resourced, capable, and profi-
cient staff. In December of 2016, the U.S. Fleet Forces Command’s MOC Training Team
conducted certification inspections for both the U.S. Pacific (Williams et al. 2016) and
U.S. Seventh Fleet (Meade et al. 2016) MOCs. Their findings indicated that manning
and training levels impacted the MOC in several functional areas. However, the reports
concede that this operational impact is difficult to subjectively measure, mainly due to the
mitigation efforts of assigned personnel with on-the-job experience and the perseverance of
staffs facing limited resources (Meade et al. 2016). This study proposes a methodology for
analyzing the operations of a MOC and constructing quantifiable metrics for articulating
impact and risk.
1.1 Background
The following sections provide relevant background formaritime operations centers. A brief
discussion concerning their staff organization is also provided, along with a description of
our research objectives and thesis structure
1.1.1 MOC Organization
As the maritime component commander, the Navy fleet commander is responsible for both
preparing and providing forces to the geographic combatant commander (GCC) as well as
employing them (Department of the Navy 2008). Within a maritime headquarters (MHQ),
there exist two complementary arrangements for personnel and processes. The first is the
traditional, vertical “N-code” structure, that assigns people by functional areas like intelli-
gence, logistics, or administration (Department of the Navy 2013). This classic hierarchical
staff structure has served the Navy well in the past, but because expertise is stovepiped in
that structure, it does not facilitate the level of cross-talk needed to support a commander’s
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decision-making process and C2 functions during fast-paced military operations. In con-
trast to the traditional organizational style, the MOC organization can be thought of as a
loosely-bound network, embedded within and spanning across the N-code structure (see
Figure 1.1 for a simplified diagram of the MOC organizational structure concept). At the
core of this network are 94 specific MOC staff officer positions known as process drivers
(Department of the Navy 2014). Per the MOC standardization manual (Department of the
Navy 2014), these process drivers are the commissioned officers critical to leading MOC
work. In accordance with Department of the Navy (2014), they determine the products,
timelines, support requirements, battle rhythm, and coordination requirements for the vari-
ous boards, bureaus, centers, cells, and working groups, as well as elements, groups, offices,
planning teams, and other coordinating bodies that form the cross-functional teams (CFTs)
that plan, direct, monitor, and assess assignedmissions in support of the commander’s battle
rhythm.
Figure 1.1. Maritime Operations Center (MOC) Organization Concept.
Adapted from Department of the Navy (2013).
A representation of the MOC organizational concept, illustrating how MOC func-
tions are embedded and interwoven across the vertical N-code structure of the
headquarters organization.
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1.1.2 MOC Tasks and Personnel
In its support of the commander’s role as the maritime component commander, the MOC
must meet the requirements of two core functions that are divided among a set of 11 mission
essential task (METs). These METs are themselves composed of various numbers of 177
total supporting tasks, each of which consisting of a set of procedures that are accomplished
by specific combinations of the 94 process driver-led functional teams (see Department of
the Navy 2014, for a description of mission essential tasks and supporting tasks). These
METs are specific to the MOCs core functions and designed to be separate from those
associated with fleet management. However, the staff members responsible for either
function are not mutually exclusive. Many often overlap, performing the duties of several
positions within the organization as “dual-hatted” staff members. While an understaffed or
insufficiently trained MOC may be able to meet many of its mission requirement metrics
during the relatively stable routine of “deterrence, maritime security and forward presence
shaping operations” in Phase 0 of the operational levels of war (Joint Chiefs of Staff 2018),
this inherent sharing of critical personnel resources becomes a potential point of failure as
the operational tempo of both the fleet headquarters and MOC increase significantly when
the commander is assigned a variety of contingency support missions in the latter operations
of Phases 1 through 5.
1.2 Research Objectives
In this thesis, we apply network analysis techniques, specifically project schedulingmethods,
to the operations of a maritime operations center staff. We expand on previous work
conducted to quantify the risk to mission accomplishment that is accepted when staff levels,
training, and equipment are under-funded. Furthermore, we expand that methodology to
include the simultaneous consideration of multiple projects and limited resources.
1.3 Thesis Structure
This thesis proceeds as follows. In Chapter 2, we review the history, terminology and current
literature related to applicable project scheduling problems. In Chapter 3, we formulate the
model we use for consideration. We also describe the components of the simulation we
design to provide insight into the scheduling problem we have developed, and conclude the
chapter with an analysis of a proof of concept example. In Chapter 4, we consider MOC
3
staff operations as a project scheduling problem, apply our simulation to an expansion of
previous work, and present the results of our analysis and its implications. Finally, in
Chapter 5, we present our conclusions and research areas for future work.
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CHAPTER 2:
Background and Literature Review
This chapter provides basic background information on project scheduling methods and
reviews their advances in complexity to better model more “real world” situations. At the
end of this chapter, we review previous work directly relating to this thesis.
2.1 Project Scheduling Methods
The Project Management Institute’s Project Management Body of Knowledge defines a
project as “a temporary endeavor of tasks undertaken to create a unique product, service, or
result which may be subject to precedence and require resources” (Snyder 2013). Examples
of projects exist in all aspects of the economy, including manufacturing, construction,
repair and maintenance, design and development, and government programs. In general,
all projects consist of tasks that must be accomplished according to a schedule constrained
by precedence relations among those tasks, associated resource requirements for their
execution, and an overall goal of minimizing total project cost; cost being in relation
to either monetary, temporal or any other consideration deemed important to the project
manager.
According to Vanhoucke (2012), project managers have utilized formalized methods for
organizing, scheduling, and controlling projects to best achieve their stated goals, since at
least the late 1950s. He further explains that the earliest of these approaches are powerful but
simple techniques for analyzing, planning, and scheduling large, complex projects. Known
as the Critical Path Method (CPM) and Project Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT),
Vanhoucke (2012) describes how these tools provide a means for determining which tasks,
of the many that comprise a project, are "critical" because of their impact on total project
time and/or cost.
Gen et al. (2008) illustrates that, while CPM and PERT are exceedingly popular in industry
due to their simplicity in construction and relative ease in determining exact solutions,
they do not directly take resource requirements into account. They explain that this is both
unrealistic and potentially costly to the project manager whomay have to consider variability
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in resource availability and/or even executingmultiple competing projects. Gen et al. (2008)
goes on to define the problem of scheduling tasks under resource and precedence constraints,
with the objective of minimizing the project duration, as a Resource-Constrained Project
SchedulingProblem (RCPSP). These resource constraints, as referred to byGen et al. (2008),
are limited renewable supplies, such as manpower, materials and machines, which are
necessary to completing project tasks. They go on to state thatmany variations of the RCPSP
model have been developed and examined, all with the aim of more accurately modeling
“real world” situations. As explained by Gen et al. (2008), these variants incorporate
concepts such as multiple task duration-resource requirement options for a single task
(known asmodes), resources that are multi-skilled and interchangeable, or multiple projects
that compete for the same resources but are conducted simultaneously. Kolisch (1995) goes
on to elaborate that each variant of the RCPSP serves to create a more accurate model than
that of the CPM, PERT or basic RCPSP; however, their utilities are diminished given that
with each added level of complexity, the computational effort to find an optimal or even
feasible solution for the project schedule grows exponentially.
The following sections provide necessary details of CPM, PERT, and RCPSP models.
2.1.1 CPM and PERT
Both the CPM and its extension PERTwere first developed in the 1950s andmade popular in
industry by their use in the U.S. Navy’s Polaris Submarine-Launched Fleet Ballistic Missile
program (Kolisch 1995). These techniques assume a project possesses unconstrained
resources and represents it as a directed graph network without loop cycles. Figures 2.1 and
2.2 show a network of six tasks for analysis by the CPM and PERT methods, respectively.
They use a task-on-node diagram, with nodes describing project tasks and arrows displaying
the precedence relationships among them. Additionally, each network has a start (ST) and
an end (EN) node, with the values above each numbered node representing task duration.
Task duration is where PERT analysis diverges from the CPM. While task duration for the
CPM is deterministic, PERT attempts to address time uncertainty in projects by assuming
that each task duration is a random variable between two extreme values which follows a
beta distribution (Vanhoucke 2012). The overall estimate is then calculated as a weighted
average of the optimistic, most likely, and pessimistic estimates, with more weight given to
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the most likely value.
Figure 2.1. Critical Path Method. Adapted from Pinha (2015).
Figure 2.2. Project Evaluation and Review Technique. Adapted from Pinha
(2015).
The goal of CPM/PERT, and for that matter all project scheduling efforts, is to determine the
tasks within a network of precedence relationships that cannot be delayed without delaying
the duration of the entire project. Each of those tasks are referred to as a critical task and
their relations within the project’s network as the critical path. Vanhoucke (2012) gives a
detailed explanation and practical example for how CPM/PERT problems can be solved to
identify these critical tasks and paths, which he summarizes into three generalized steps:
1. Calculate the earliest start schedule
2. Calculate the latest start schedule
3. Calculate the slack for each task
Based on the work of Vanhoucke (2012), we introduce some basic notation to facilitate the
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calculation of each of these below. Let j ∈ A denote the tasks in a given project (alias k).
Let d j denote the duration of task j. Let Pj and Sj denote the sets of predecessor tasks and
successor tasks, respectively, for task j.
Earliest Start Schedule (ESS)
According to Vanhoucke (2012), forward calculations in the project network can be used to
determine the earliest start time (es j) of each task j. A task’s earliest start time is either
equal to or larger than the earliest finish time from among all of its predecessors. That
earliest start time can be calculated using the following set of forward calculation equations,
with the start node ST assumed to begin at time zero:
esST = 0 (2.1)
esk = max(es j + d j | j ∈ Pk). (2.2)
The earliest finish time (e f j) of a task j is defined as the sum of its earliest start time and
estimated duration, which is given by:
e f j = es j + d j . (2.3)
In a simple network like that in Figure 2.1, it is easy to calculate that the earliest start times
are esST = 0 and esA = 0, esB and esC = 4, esD = 9, esE = 11, esF = 19, and esEN = 25.
This gives an overall minimum project duration of 25 units of time.
Latest Start Schedule (LSS)
Vanhoucke (2012) also provides a method for calculating the latest finish time (l f j) of
each task j, that is similar in manner to the earliest start time calculation. Using backward
calculations that begin at a project end node’s assumed finish time δEN , the latest finish time
of a task is determined to be either equal to or less than the latest start time from among
all of its successors. That latest finish time can be calculated using the following set of
backward calculation equations, starting with the dummy end node EN:
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l f EN = δEN (2.4)
l f j = min(l f k − dk |k ∈ Sj) (2.5)
The latest start time (ls j) of a task j is defined as its latest finish time reduced by its estimated
duration, which is given by:
ls j = l f j − d j (2.6)
Given the project end time of 25 units of time for Figure 2.1’s dummy end node, the latest
start times of each task are calculated as lsST = 0, lsA = 4, lsB = 16, lsC = 11, lsD = 19,
lsE = 19, lsF = 25, and lsEN = 25.
Task Slack
Finally, Vanhoucke (2012) provides a method for calculating the amount of slack associated
with each task. This value represents the amount of time each task j can be delayed without
affecting the duration of the entire project. Vanhoucke (2012) calculates it as follows:
ls j − es j = l f j − e f j (2.7)
A task with a slack of zero cannot be delayed without affecting the entire project’s duration.
Vanhoucke (2012) refers to such a task as a critical task, where the critical path is the path
along a network that consists of these critical tasks. For Figure 2.1, nodes ST, A, C, E, F,
and EN have a slack value of 0 and therefore, constitute the critical path for that network.
While simple forms of analysis, the CPM and PERT tools help to draw the focus of a project
manager to the most consequential activities, providing an effective basis for the scheduling
and monitoring of progress without the consideration of resources.
2.1.2 Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problems (RCPSP)
The basic Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP) was first introduced
by Pritsker, Watters, and Wolfe in the late 1960s (Pritsker et al. 1969). This simple version
consist of interrelated tasks, each with a single associated time of duration and resource
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requirements pair. Figure 2.3 depicts the task-on-node network representation of a single
six-task RCPSP project. Each task, nodes A through F, shows their single duration-resource
requirements pair, which is predetermined and fixed in a RCPSP.
Figure 2.3. Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP).
Adapted from Pinha (2015).
Several variants of the RCPSP have been proposed since the initial work of Pritsker and his 
colleagues. As explained by Gen et al. (2008), these variants can be divided into categories 
based on their problem characteristics, i.e., the number of projects, the number of task-
duration/resource requirement options available, resource consumption, and the ability to 
stop a task’s execution before its completion (interruption) (see Figure 2.4). Gen et al.
(2008) also states that RCPSP models can be labeled as either single-project, where there 
is only one project to be scheduled, or multi-project, where there is more than one project 
to be scheduled and executed.
According to Gen et al. (2008), RCPSP models can also be divided into two more groups 
based on the number of task duration-resource requirement pairs available to perform 
a task. These various alternative combinations are referred to by Gen et al. (2008) as 
modes. Per Kolisch (1995), in the single-mode version, there exists only one task to 
resource pairing capable of executing a task, whereas in the multiple-mode version, each 
task can be performed by selecting one out of many different combinations of resources 
that can complete a given task. Kolisch (1995) goes on to state that the resources in
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RCPSP models may also be considered as “limited-but-renewable” from period to period,
“non-renewable,” “of-limited-amount” for the duration of the project, or doubly constrained
by both restrictions. Finally, Gen et al. (2008) explains that RCPSP models can again
be divided into those that are preemptive, where a task can be interrupted after it has
started, and those that are not (i.e., non-preemptive). However, the main body of work in
the development of RCPSPs center on the non-preemptive case of its two main variants
and their combination; the Multi-mode Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem
(MRCPSP), the Resource Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling Problem (RCMPSP) and
their combination, theMulti-mode ResourceConstrainedMulti-Project Scheduling Problem
(MRCMPSP) (Wauters et al. 2016).
Figure 2.4. Classification of Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Prob-
lems (RCPSPs). Adapted from Gen et al. (2008).
The RCPSP, and its more complex extensions, are considered to be the standard approaches
to project scheduling, but belong to the class of strongly NP-hard problems (Kolisch 1995).
The majority of the solution methods to these types of problems tend to be either exact, or
some form heuristic. Exact procedures strive to find the optimal solution, often through
the enumeration and evaluation of all possible solutions. These procedures, however, are
only useful for solving small projects that have undergone several simplifying assumptions.
Heuristic methods, on the other hand, search for a good enough but not necessarily optimal
scheduling solution, using more realistic restrictions and assumptions (Vanhoucke 2012).
Still, both exact and heuristic methods are limited in their efficiency for solving the complex
models that more accurately represent “real world” problems. Therefore, many researches
attempt to capture more realistic model restrictions through discrete event simulations that
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make use of priority rules (Pinha 2015). These priority-rule-based simulations are very
popular among researchers for solving the more complex RCPSP extensions due to several
reasons: they achieve a satisfying quality of solutions, they are computationally fast, and
they proceed similar to the way decisions are made by project managers (Kolisch 1995).
2.1.3 CombinatorialMulti-ModeResourceConstrainedMulti-Project
Scheduling Problem (CMRCMPSP)
As best stated by Pinha (2015), the chosen representation for a problem determines its
complexity and the size of the search space in which a usable solution exist. For instance,
a highly specific model may significantly reduce the breadth of the solution search, and
could even be relatively simple to solve, but may only apply to a single or limited range of
problem instances.
To better represent the complex nature of “real world” situations and provide meaning-
ful insight to problem solutions, models must possess the flexibility to consider multiple
projects, with several tasks competing for limited resources that are themselves dynamic.
Until recently, the MRCMPSP was the most general of resource-constrained scheduling
model extensions cited in literature (Pinha et al. 2016). It allows for the simultaneous
consideration of tasks from several projects, all of which are under precedence and re-
source constraints, with multiple modes available for each. For illustrative purposes, Figure
2.5 shows the six-task project discussed in previous examples, now with multiple modes
available for each task and the inclusion of four resources (denoted R1 through R4). For
example, task C has three modes; mode 1 calls for resources R1 and R2 for a duration of
7 units of time, mode 2 requires R2 and R3 for a duration of 8 units of time, and mode 3
needs R1 and R4 for a duration of 10 units of time.
As illustrated by Pinha (2015), multiple modes provide added flexibility to develop project
schedules. In the example given in Figure 2.5, the duration of task C increases with the
order of the mode option. However, this is not a strict limitation. Depending upon the
requirement, the mode order may be analogous to preferences for some value other than
duration—such as quality, materials, and cost—that the project manager uses to determine
the number and order of modes for each task. As Pinha (2015) goes on to explain, these
preferences are also independent of resource requirements by other modes. For instance,
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if mode 1 requires more resources than any of the other modes, that does not necessarily
equate to a shorter duration for mode 1. On the contrary, its duration will vary depending
on its process, not it resource requirements. Conversely, less equipment with fewer laborers
may be more efficient than the resources mode 1 calls for, but they may also be more costly,
produce products of a lesser quality, or otherwise result in an outcome that is less desirable
than the application of the resource requirements for mode 1.
Figure 2.5. Multi-mode Resource Constrained Project Scheduling Problem
(MRCPSP). Adapted from Pinha (2015).
At its heart, the consideration of a MOC’s operations and the risk associated with any
under-resourcing of staff levels, training, etc., is a human resources problem. In the context
of a project, human resources have multiple skills, with a certain level of proficiency in that
skill, or skill level, which may or may not affect the overall performance of a task. While the
MRCMPSPmodel can accommodate flexibility in the application ofmultiple resources, very
few approaches are capable of handling multi-skilled workers. The Combinatorial Multi-
mode Resource Constrained Multi-Project Scheduling Problem (CMRCMPSP) developed
by Pinha (2015) is an extension of the RCPSP that expands its execution mode category
(see Figure 2.4). It allows for several project tasks to be handled simultaneously, under
precedence and resource constraints, with multiple modes available for each task. It also
enables the consideration for the skill level of the resources at hand, which may be made
analogous to the level of risk assumed with assigning a resource to perform a given skill for
a task.
While the CMRCMPSP is similar to the MRCMPSP, according to Pinha (2015), it differs
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Figure 2.6. Combinatorial Multi-mode Resource Constrained Multi-Project
Scheduling Problem (CMRCMPSP). Adapted from Pinha (2015).
widely from a standard multi-mode approach in the way it considers resources. In a
CMRCMPSP, the quantity of modes does not solely define themultitude of options available
to perform a task, and task performance may or may not depend on the resources selected.
Per Pinha (2015), a mode in a CMRCMPSP is no longer a set of resources, but a set
of combinational subsets of unknown resources who possess the skills needed to execute
a given task but who also possess a certain level of proficiency in those skills. Figure
2.6 shows the previously discussed six-task project, now with both skill and resource
requirements for each task and multiple modes to illustrate the CMRCMPSP’s differences
from theMRCMPSP. In task C of the CMRCMPSP example, there are two resource-defined
modes provided, but actually 896 different ways to perform the task. For example, given
the collection of resources, skills and associated skill levels listed in table 2.1, it can be
seen that mode 1 of task C requires two of eight total welders, three of six cutters, and
resources R12 and R15. Also, mode 2 of task C requires three of eight welders, one of six
cutters, and resources R13 and R14. The resources with the skills of welders and cutters
are the combinatorial subsets, with each resource bringing a certain level of proficiency in
the skill it is chosen to conduct. The total number of options for each of these subsets can
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where p is the required quantity of resources with a given skill and n is the available quantity
of resources in the resource pool possessing that skill. Therefore, the total possible number








cutters∗1R12∗1R15 = 560, and









1R14 = 336, for a total number of 896 different combinations of resources to perform task
C, not just two. The overall effect on the performance of the task due to the various skill
levels of the resources chosen, however, is a parameter analogous to risk that is decided by
the project manager or other participant deemed a subject matter expert.
Until the work of Pinha et al. (2016), no exact or heuristic methods had developed an ap-
proach to solve the CMRCMPSP. Mathematical modeling of the CMRCMPSP is especially
cumbersome and cannot incorporate the resource allocation or mode priority preferences
of a knowledgeable project manager, so Pinha and colleagues developed a discrete event
based simulation called STREAM (Short-Term Resource Allocation and Management) that
generates a series of feasible solutions along with their impacts on schedule and cost.
STREAM was designed to address scheduling and resource allocation issues within the
industrial naval shipyard maintenance and construction industry; therefore, it is based on
the consideration of bothmaterial resources (renewable and nonrenewable) andmulti-skilled
human resources, all of which have their own availability schedules, associated cost for their
use, and empirical priority rules set by a knowledgeable project manager. These priority
rules, based on the work of Vanhoucke (2012) who specified four types—Task based,
Network based, Critical Path based, and Resource based—are specific to each resource and
are considered in priority order without any weight. This flexibility in rule application, e.g.
the rules for welders do not apply to the rules for cutters and vice-versa, more accurately
models the ”real world”, as it is common for each unit to run its own operations (Pinha
2015).
According to Pinha (2015), STREAM focuses on short-term scheduling (in terms of hours,
days and weeks), which assumes the subject is a dynamic systemwhere resources, priorities,
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Resource Skill LevelWelding Cutting
R1 (worker 1) 1 2
R2 (worker 2) 1
R3 (worker 3) 1
R4 (worker 4) 1
R5 (worker 5) 1
R6 (worker 6) 1
R7 (worker 7) 1 2
R8 (worker 8) 1 2
R9 (worker 9) 1
R10 (worker 10) 1






Table 2.1. Resource Pool: CMRCMPSP
Each resource listed is either a human worker with an associated skill level (1-
Excellent, 2-Good, etc.) for one or both skills, or a machine that is considered as
its own skill. The last row, Quantity, shows that there are 8 resources that possess
the skill of welding and 6 that can perform cutting in the resource pool. Adapted
from Pinha (2015).
and other constraints change over time; an assumption that creates a simulation that is better
suited to dealing with “real world” scheduling. As such, STREAM was created with the
goal of starting tasks as early as they become eligible for execution. Therefore, if a given
task were eligible to start because all of the tasks that proceed it were completed, and all
required resources to perform it were available for at least one of its modes, the task would
be executed immediately under the highest priority mode that has resources available at
that point in time, i.e., even if the least desirable mode of a task is the only one capable of
being executed at a given point in time, it will be executed. The system will not delay its
execution in favor of waiting until a more desirable mode, with an affect on the schedule
that is ultimately more favorable, becomes capable.
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Pinha et al. (2016) describes STREAM as a discrete event simulation that utilizes a global
variable (simulation clock) to control how the clock changes over the simulated period,
and generates outputs by assigning resources to tasks through a unique queue management
technique named parallel mode schedule generation scheme (PMSGS). Traditional queue
management schemes cannot be applied to queue problems in a CMRCMPSP, since it
is difficult to efficiently arrange queues when a single task can have nearly 900 different
combinations among resources, each of which with their own priority rules.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the complexity of the queue management system for the CMRCMPSP,
highlighting the multiple links that exist between modes and corresponding resources.
Figure 2.7. CMRCMPSP Queue Schema. Adapted from Pinha (2015).
An illustration of the parallel mode schedule generation scheme (PMSGS), dis-
playing the connections between a mode’s resource requirements and the resource
pool’s availability, calendar, and priority rules.
These links are the resource requirements for eachmode, alongwith the availability calendar,
usage status, and priority rules for each resource. Pinha (2015) describes the approach to
the management of their assignment as follows:
1. Break individual task into their respective modes.
2. There exist no predefined or organized queue.
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(a) There is no benefit to organizing a queue ahead of time because each resource
has its own priority rules. It is difficult to organize a queue if the same mode
requires different resources, and their rules are in conflict to each other.
(b) Eligible modes from eligible tasks are listed as possible candidate for execution.
(c) The decision of which mode wins among eligible modes is performed at each
decision point in time.
3. Verify if all the required resources for the first mode of a given task are available.
(a) If so, verify if all the required resources for the first mode of given different task
are available.
(b) If no common resources exist between these two modes, mode 1 of the first task
is a tentative winner and further comparison is performed with another mode.
(c) If a common resource exists, a priority rule defines which mode wins for the
first pair comparison
(d) If the modes are still tied up, a second priority rule is used, and so forth. The
comparison is performed while modes exist. In the end, only one mode wins.
(Pinha 2015)
The CMRCMPSP solution model developed by Pinha et al. (2016) does not set out to
find the single scheduling solution that is “optimal” with respect to time or cost. Their
methodology instead aims to provide a series of feasible solutions that incorporate a feature
of resource allocation flexibility that is more akin to the realities of “real world” situations
and the nature of the resources under consideration; thereby, enhancing the decision making
process for the project manager.
2.2 Previous NPS Work
Other NPS works have also focused on the analysis of resource allocation in the pursuit
of developing a basis for insights that articulate the justifications for the procurement of
resources, or as an aide for resourcing decisions.
In 2011, Davidson (2011) published Robust Analysis of the Joint Strike Fighter Integrated
Training Center Pilot Scheduling, to develop and analyze resourcing and scheduling courses
of action that affect student pilot throughput. His work utilized a discrete event simulation
model first developed by Lockheed Martin to simulate the flow of students through the
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training pipeline and provide insight into the appropriate initial procurement levels for
resources (simulators, classroom spaces, instructors, etc.). The integrated training center
model (ITC) model process (Figure 2.8) considers student syllabi (classes, training events,
required meetings, etc.) as the tasks of a network, while parameters for quantity and
availability schedule for items like flight simulators, training aircraft, and instructor pilots
are inputs for the resources that service the tasks. System outputs, such as resource
utilization, are analyzed and used as justification for procurement or to highlight potential
bottlenecks in the system.
Figure 2.8. Integrated Training Center (ITC) Overview Diagram. Adapted
from Davidson (2011)
A diagram of the integrated training center model simulation developed by Lock-
heed Martin to develop initial resourcing requirements for the joint strike fighter
training center schoolhouse.
Recently, Lieutenant Chris Jones, Lieutenant Commander Ryan Hughes, and Commander
Maxwell Oliver considered project scheduling of aMOC for their Naval Postgraduate School
Master of System Analysis Capstone Project (Jones et al. 2018). Specifically, they created
a method to quantify the risk accepted when MOC manning, training, and equipment are
underfunded. Their research provides a measure of performance, the critical activity rating
(CAR), that identifies the frequency a task appears on the critical path, and the tasks that
can improve a project’s overall completion time by adding resources that serve to reduce
their individual duration. However, the model developed is based on the CPM and elements
of PERT. This limited their analysis to a single project that is under precedence, but not
resource constraints. Further research was recommended that could consider multiple
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simultaneous projects and limited resources to better model the impacts of staff resources
on a MOC’s performance over sustained operations.
2.3 Our Contribution
We seek a representation of MOC staff operations that is specific enough to generate
realistic solutions and reduce that solution search space to a manageable size. At the
same time, that representation must also be sufficiently general enough in nature to allow
for the flexibility needed to model the “real world” characteristics of human resources
performing administrative tasks. Essentially, we require a RCPSP that is multi-project, has
combinatorial multiple modes with renewable resources, and is also non-preemptive; see
Figure 2.9. This allows for the consideration of situations where theMOC staffmust conduct
multiple concurrent operations under a fluid set of priorities, with a staff of renewable
human resources that may be multi-skilled and/or multi-“hatted” (assigned with more than
one responsibility within the organization). This staff also possesses varying levels of
proficiency in their given skills (attributable to degrees of training and experience) and
are performing tasks that generally will not be interrupted or restarted before their initially
scheduled time of completion.
Figure 2.9. RCPSP Classification of the Problem Model. Adapted from Gen
et al. (2008)
The classification of the RCPSP model considered for the problem model of MOC
staff operations. The model is a RCPSP that is multi-project and non-preemptive,
with combinatorial multiple modes and renewable resources.
Ultimately, we present an adaptation of the CMRCMPSP model solution developed by
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Pinha (2015) that is designed to mimic the decision making process and preferences of a
project manager.
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In this chapter, we introduce the terms and notation that make up our lexicon. We then
provide an example of our problem model along with a mathematical formulation that
explains assumptions about tasks, resources, and their associated constraints. This is
followed by a description of our solution method, and concluded with a proof of concept
analysis of an example model.
3.1 Problem Statement
We build on the standard terms introduced in the last chapter.
The basic building block of our model is a task, which represents a unit of work that cannot
be further divided. A project is a collection of tasks that possess precedence relationships,
duration and resource requirements to accomplish work. At the highest level, a program is
a collection of projects to be considered.
There is a variety of constraints imposed on a task. Most simply, a predecessor is a task that
must be completed before the given task, and a successor is a task that cannot be started
prior to the completion of the given task.
In general, a task requires one or more resources to perform its work. In turn, a resource
can produce one or more different types of work, as dictated by a skill. A resource can have
multiple skills, each with its own skill level representing the competence of the resource for
that skill.
The way in which resources are used to perform the skills required to complete a task is
called its mode. A task may have more than one possible mode for completion.
Thus, given (1) a program of projects, each consisting of a collection of tasks having their
own precedence relationships as well as resource and skill requirements, and (2) a pool of
resources, each with their own skill levels, our challenge is to assign resources and schedule
tasks in a manner that minimizes the overall finish time.
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The appendix provides a glossary of terms used throughout this chapter.
3.2 Motivating Example
Figure 3.1 is an example program consisting of three simultaneous projects that share a
single Start (ST) and End (EN) node, but are separated by dotted lines in the figure. Each
project is presented as a task-on-node network where each task contains at least one mode
with its associated required skills and duration. For example, task C of project 2 has two
modes: mode 1, which requires two resources with skill 1 and four resources with skill 2
for a duration of 8 units of time, and mode 2, which requires two resources with skill 1 and
two resources with skill 3, for a duration of 10 units of time. A summary of the example
modes is provided in Table 3.1.
Figure 3.1. Example Program Model. Adapted from Pinha (2015).
Example task-on-node representation for the multiple projects that make up a pro-
gram. Each project is inside a box of dotted lines and consists of tasks containing
modes with associated skill requirements and duration.
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Project Task Mode Duration
Required Skills
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3
2 C 1 8 2 4 0
2 C 2 10 2 0 2
2 D 1 10 0 1 2
Table 3.1. Example Program Model Modes
Sample of modes from project 2 of the example program model in Figure 3.1.
The modes for tasks C and D are shown for illustrative purposes. Each mode is
associated with a project and task, has a duration, and a quantity required for
each skill.
As an aide for the management of projects in the naval shipyard maintenance and con-
struction industry, the simulation solution to the CMRCMPSP model developed by Pinha
(2015) is primarily concerned with the effects that the application of limited resources have
on a program’s schedule and cost. On a practical level, these resources are either solid,
construction-like materials or skilled labor performing intensive, construction-related work
in an industrial environment. That is to say that the types of skills this labor force perform are
generally physical in nature and occupy the full capacity of that laborer’s time and attention
for the duration of their assignment. In contrast, our adaptation of the problem model must
consider the realities of a labor force that primarily perform administrative-related tasks in
an office environment. This type of work (conduct of research, attendance of coordination
meetings and briefings, drafting of correspondence and reports, etc.) is more cognitive than
physically demanding, allowing for the opportunity for a human resource to contribute to
more than one concurrent effort.
We refer to a human resource’s potential ability to participate in multiple efforts simul-
taneously as their level of bandwidth. For the purposes of this work, that bandwidth is
considered to be independent of the skills associated with the resource, e.g., a resource with
a bandwidth level of 2 can perform exactly two skills simultaneously, regardless of which
skill of its skill set it is performing. The only restriction our work places on this application
of bandwidth is within a mode. A resource is not allowed to be assigned to a mode to
perform the same skill more than once. However, a resource is able to be assigned to a
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mode more than once to perform different skills, not to exceed the level of its bandwidth.
The assumption being that if a mode requires a certain number of a type of skill, that number
represents the amount of individual personnel, working in cooperation, needed with that
skill; a number that cannot be physically reduced by increasing the contributions of singular
resources with multiple levels of bandwidth.
Table 3.2 is the collection, or pool, of resources available to the program of Figure 3.1 for
use in its execution. Each resource possesses a skill level for the set of skills (a value of 0
or none denoting that the resource does not possess that skill), a skill count for the number
of skills it possesses (its multi-skill capacity), a value for bandwidth that is at least 1, and a
set of user-defined priority rules listed in order of priority.
Resource Bandwidth Skill Count Priority Rules
Skill Level
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3
R1 2 3 1,2,3 1 3 2
R2 1 2 1,2,3 2 1
R3 1 2 1,3,2 1
R4 1 2 1,2,3 4 1
R5 2 3 1,2,3 3 4 1
R6 2 2 1,2,3 1 4
Priority Rules
1 = Shortest Duration, 2 = Fewest Resource Requirements, 3 = Best Skill Level
Table 3.2. Example Resource Pool
Example collection of resources. Each resource possesses a value for bandwidth
denoting the number of skills a resource can conduct simultaneously, a skill count
for the number of skills it possesses, a set of user-defined priority rules listed in order




A mathematical formulation is useful for defining the problem model and any assump-
tions concerning its associated tasks, resources, and constraints. Pinha (2015) presents a
formulation for his CMRCMPSP model which we have adapted as a basis for this work.
Index Sets
i ∈ I projects; where 1 ≤ i ≤ NP = |I |
j ∈ Ji tasks in project i (alias k); where 1 ≤ j ≤ N Ai = |Ji |
(k, j) ∈ P precedence relationships, denoting that task k must be completed before
the start of task j
m ∈ Mi, j possible modes for task j of project i; where 1 ≤ m ≤ N Mi, j = |Mi, j |
s ∈ S skills, where 1 ≤ s ≤ NS = |S |
s ∈ Si, j,m ⊆ S subset of skills required for executing task j and project i using mode m;
where 1 ≤ s ≤ Nsi, j,m = |Si, j,m |
r ∈ R resources; where 1 ≤ r ≤ NR = |R|
r ∈ Ri, j,m,s ⊆ R subset of resources with skill s required if operating on mode m for task
j of project i
t time interval, where 0 ≤ t ≤ T
Parameters [Units]
di, j,m duration of task j for project i, if operated using mode m [time]
ci, j tardiness cost of task j of project i per unit of time [cost/time]
ri, j,m,s quantity of resources with skill s required to operate on mode m for task
j of project i [resources]
BWr,t bandwidth level of resource r at time t [resources]
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Variables
xi, j,m,t assignment of task start time [binary]
= 1, if task j of project i, operating on mode m, is started at time t
= 0, otherwise
TCi, j Total tardiness cost for task j of project i
sti, j Start time of task j, project i
f ti, j Finish time of task j, project i
ARs,t Quantity of renewable resources available with skill s at time t
Ei, j Eligible time to start for project i, task j
ui, j,m,s,r,t indicator of resource availability [binary]
= 1, if resource r with skill s required is available at time t to operate on
mode m for task j of project i because it is not being used for any other















xi, j,m,t = 1 ∀ j ∈ Ji, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ [0,T] (3.2)
xi, j,m,t · t ≥ sti, j ∀ j ∈ Ji, ∀i ∈ I (3.3)
f ti, j ≥ sti, j + di, j,m ∀ j ∈ Ji, ∀i ∈ I, ∀m ∈ Mi, j (3.4)












ui, j,m,s,r,t ≤ BWr,t ∀r ∈ R, ∀m ∈ Mi, j, ∀t ∈ [0,T] (3.7)
∑
m∈Mi,k
t · xi,k,m,t ≥
∑
m∈Mi, j
(t + di, j,m) · xi, j,m,t ∀( j, k) ∈ P, ∀i ∈ I, ∀t ∈ [0,T] (3.8)





, ∀i ∈ I, ∀ j ∈ Ji (3.9)





(t − Ei, j) · xi, j,m,t
)
∀i ∈ I, ∀ j ∈ Ji (3.10)
Discussion
The objective function in Equation 3.1 aims to minimize the tardiness cost for each task
across all projects, which is analogous to limiting the amount of time between when a task
becomes available andwhen it is actually started. The constraint in Equation 3.2 ensures that
all tasks are scheduled only once, by allowing for the selection of only one mode. Equation
3.3 calculates the start time for all tasks, while Equation 3.4 calculates their finish times.
The constraint of Equation 3.5 ensures that the number of resources assigned at a given time
t are less than the amount that are available at that time, while Equation 3.6 calculates the
amount of resources with skill s are available. Equation 3.7 limits a resource to be assigned
to no more than its bandwidth. Equation 3.8 reflects the precedence relationships among
the tasks of all projects. Equation 3.9 computes the eligible start time for each task, and
Equation 3.10 calculates the associated tardiness cost for each task.
Alone, this formulation describes a set of feasible solutions for the assignment of resources
to modes of tasks that meet the general restraint requirements for our category of RCPSPs.
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However, in addition to being computationally cumbersome for all but the simplest of
network models, this strictly mathematical solution method is unable to incorporate the
network-specific restrictions that reflect the preferences of the project manager that we wish
to impose. While it does account for the physical limitation of not allowing a multiple
bandwidth-level-possessing resource to apply the same skill to a mode more than once for
a given time, it does not reflect the use of any resource allocation flexibility tools, such as
user-defined mode preferences or resource priority rules. It is for these reasons and more
that Pinha et al. (2016) developed STREAM as a solution method for their problem model
and why we have also decided to base our solution on a discrete event simulation as well.
3.4 Solution Method
Pinha (2015) recognizes that simulations utilize a wide array of methods to mimic the be-
havior of complex systems. The focus of this work is on dynamic systems with deterministic
task durations, where the states of the system change at discrete points in time.
Our solution method’s primary goal is to start tasks as early as they are able to be ex-
ecuted, subject to the restrictions of user-defined preferences. The Dynamic Resourcing
Allocation Analysis Simulation Tool Kit, or DRAASTK (see Figure 3.2), accomplishes this
by converting problem model inputs for resources and tasks into model entities. These
entities inherit attributes of the problem model which are then processed through the states
of pending, eligible, and capable, then either extracted or scheduled and processed.
These transitions are based on both intrinsic and user-defined rules, resulting in an output
that provides a suggested schedule for assigning resources and completing tasks, while
offering insight into the benefits of resource flexibility and the risks assumed to accomplish
the presented schedule.
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Figure 3.2. Dynamic Resourcing Allocation Analysis Simulation Tool Kit
(DRAASTK) Overview Diagram
The Dynamic Resourcing Allocation Analysis Simulation Tool Kit (DRAASTK)
accepts inputs for the project networks and modes that compose a program, as
well as the pool of resources available to service the program. It then uses those
inputs in a discrete event simulation to provide outputs that that give insights into
project schedules and resource allocation and utilization.
3.4.1 Model Primitives
The model entities which inherit the attributes of the problem model are known as “class
objects.” An illustration of the attributes inherited by these class objects is provided in
Figure 3.3. The resource class objects possess information concerning their skill sets and
associated skill levels, as well as their ordered list of applicable priority rules, level of
bandwidth, and skill count. The task objects, however, are further subset into task-mode
(just referred to as “mode”) objects which have information regarding correlated tasks,
projects, modes, skill requirements, and duration.
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Figure 3.3. Class Object Attributes
The task and resource class objects both provide parameters of the problem model
to and accept values of variables from the simulation. They act as storage mech-
anisms for the system’s calculations and are the sources of data for the system
output. The task class provides parameters for identification, modes and resource
requirements while accepting concerning scheduling. The resource class provides
parameters for identification and skills, while accepting changes to bandwidth.
3.4.2 Model Design
Utilizing the program of Figure 3.1 and the resource pool of Table 3.2 collectively as an
example model, we provide Figure 3.4 to illustrate the design of our simulation solution
method.
Simulation Process
DRAASTK’s simulation process is controlled by the system clock, which dictates the values
for the points in time where the system evaluates a state change. The system clock, in turn,
is controlled by the global variable event time which belongs to a set of discrete values
referred to as the event time log.
At the beginning of the simulation, event time is initialized to 0 and added to the event
time log set. To start the process, the lowest value in the event time log set is removed and
designated the current value for event time. At the time point of event time, and starting with
the state of pending, the mode objects are evaluated to determine if all predecessor tasks are
completed, making them eligible to be executed. Eligible modes are then processed with
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Figure 3.4. Dynamic Resourcing Allocation Analysis Simulation Tool Kit
(DRAASTK) Model Design
A conceptual model of DRAASTK’s discrete event simulation process. The process
is controlled by a time variable, which dictates the values for the points in time
where the system evaluates a state change for task class objects. These task
objects are processed through the states of pending, eligible, and capable, and
then either extracted or scheduled and processed based on a set of intrinsic and
user-defined rules until no task objects remain in the system.
the resource objects to assign resources to each of the mode’s required skills according to the
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system’s intrinsic and user-defined priority rules. Eligible modes whom successfully assign
resources to every one of their required skills change states to capable. Capable modes
are then evaluated to resolve any conflicts in resource assignments among them, resulting
in a single winner. The modes that did not win the conflict resolution are considered
unscheduled and shifted back to eligible. The winner mode, along with any capable
modes without resources in conflict, are transitioned to scheduled.
The scheduled modes are evaluated with respect to the tasks to which they belong. For any
scheduled modes that belong to the same task, the mode with the highest priority is kept,
while the other scheduled modes of that task are designated as extracted and removed
from the system. Additionally, for any task that has a scheduled mode, all eligible modes of
that task are designated as extracted and removed as well. For those mode objects that are
scheduled, their finish times are noted and added to the event time log set. The resource
objects assigned to them are also made unavailable for the duration of their associated mode.
Using the remaining set of available resources, eligible modes are reevaluated to determine
if any are able to become capable and ultimately added to the set of scheduled modes.
This reevaluation cycle continues until no eligible mode is able to become capable with the
resources available. Once this cycle completes, the unique values for the finish times of
scheduled tasks are added to the event time log set, and information about the tasks, modes,
and their assigned resources are noted for the system output. Finally, those tasks whom
have a finish time equal to the current event time are transitioned to processed and their
associated resources are made available for reassignment.
The process resets by removing the lowest value in the event time log set and designating
it as the current value for event time. The process continues to cycle, adding information
to the system output along with new values to the event time log, until the point where no
values remain in the event time log because all tasks are completed.




Once the simulation translates the components of the problem model into the manipulable
formats of class objects, it only considers themodes of tasks, rather than the tasks themselves
from then on. These modes inherit the precedence relationships of their respective tasks
and are considered pending until ready for further consideration.
Eligible Modes and Resource Selection
Once all predecessors of a given task are completed (in the state of “processed”), that task
is categorized as eligible, as well as all of its associated modes. Eligible modes would then
join a process akin to a queuing system for resource selection (see Figure 3.5), with the
current event time noted as the Available Time for the associated task objects of each mode
entering the queue for the first time. During resource selection, each eligible mode creates
their own preliminary list of assignments from among the collection of those resources
having a level of bandwidth of at least 1, known as available resources. To maximize
resource allocation flexibility, this selection process is subject to a set of ordered priority
criteria; 1) number of positions to fill for a skill in descending order, 2) the resource with
the best skill level for the given skill, and 3) the resource with the lowest skill count. These
criteria are designed to limit the risk to the metrics of the system from resource selection by
choosing the resources with the best possible skill level, while at the same time maximizing
selection flexibility by assigning the resources with the least amount of flexibility to the
positions of the skills within the mode with the highest resource demand.
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Figure 3.5. Resource Selection
Illustration of the resources selection process using the modes shown in project 2 of
Figure 3.1. Each eligible mode selects resources to perform the skills they require
for their duration, under a set of priority criteria. For example, mode 1 of task
C requires two positions (P1 and P2) to be filled with resources possessing skill
1 and four positions (P1 to P4) to be filled with skill 2. In accordance with the
mode resource selection priority criteria, the four positions of skill 2 are addressed
first since it has the larger requirement for resources. As the only resources with a
skill level of 1 (best rating) for skill 2, resources R3 and R2 are selected to fill P1
and P2, respectively, where R3 is chosen over R2 to fill P1 due to its lower skill
count. Resource R1 is selected to fill P3 with a skill level of 3, and P4 chooses
R4 over R6 due to R4 having a lower index and both skill level and skill count
are equal to R6. The positions for skill 1 are then addressed with R6 selected for
P1 with a skill level of 1, and P2 selecting R1 where R1 still possesses 1 level of
bandwidth after being chosen to fill P3 for skill 2.
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Capable Modes and Conflict Resolution
The eligible modes that are able to construct a complete preliminary list of assigned
resources from the pool of available resources are categorized as capable. Those modes
that are unable to construct a list of assigned resources from the available resource pool are
added to a schedule delay log, along with the skills that they are unable to resource and the
current event time. Since each mode conducts an independent selection of resources, this
process could result in conflicts between modes who select the same resources. A round
of conflict resolution that is based on an ordered list of priorities unique to the resource in
conflict, as illustrated in Figure 3.6, is conducted to determine the single “winning” mode
among all conflicted modes.
Figure 3.6. Conflict Resolution
An example of the results for a conflict resolution among common resources.
During conflict resolution, the modes associated with each resource in conflict
are sequentially compared with respect to the intrinsic rule for mode order (the
better mode of modes of the same task have priority) and the parameters of the
resource’s ordered list of priority rules to determine a preliminary winner mode for
each resource. The ultimate winning mode is designated as the mode among the
preliminary set of winner modes that occurs the most frequently. For example, the
only modes in conflict for R1 belong to the same task. Therefore, the intrinsic
rule for mode order dictates C1 as the preliminary winner for R1. For R3, the
second rule concerning fewest resources required has top priority and results in D1’s
determination as the preliminary winner (three total number of positions to fill as
opposed to the six that C1 requires). The ultimate winning mode is determined
after resolution reveals C1 to be a preliminary winner three times compared to
once for D1.
The priority rules for each resource in conflict, and the associated set of modes which
have chosen that resource to fill a position for one of their required skills, is considered
during conflict resolution. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, priority rules are an ordered list
of user-defined preferences for the assignment of resources to tasks, based on any metric
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the user deems relevant. These rules are in addition to the inherent priority of mode order,
however, since mode order is the primary priority rule for all resources regardless of any
user-defined inputs.
Starting with the first rule in the priority list, each mode in the set of modes for the given
resource in conflict is compared. If a single winner cannot be determined by use of the
first rule, all of the modes for which the first rule resulted in a tie for are considered with
regard to the next rule in the priority list. Ties among the modes are resolved in this manner
until either a winner is determined, or the list of priority rules is exhausted. In the event
that there still exist a tie after the entire priority list is evaluated, the mode with the lowest
index in the list of remaining modes is designated the winner. The winning modes for
each of the resources in conflict comprise a set of preliminary winners, among which the
mode that occurs the most is designated as the “winning” mode. In the event of a tie for
the number of occurrences of a mode in the list of preliminary winners, the mode with the
lowest index in the list of tied preliminary winners is designated the “winning” mode. The
remaining capable modes, from the group of competing modes that were not designated
as the “winning” mode, have their preliminary list of assigned resources discarded and are
reclassified as eligible once again; a status we refer to as unscheduled.
Scheduled Modes
Agroup of capablemodes that are either not in competition for resources or is the designated
“winning” mode, are considered in respect to the tasks to which they belong. Since only
one mode of every task is allowed to be executed, this consideration is necessary to avoid
scheduling resources for more than one mode of a single task. It is conducted in two parts:
Firs, any modes in the group of currently eligible modes that belong to the same task as
any modes in the remaining group of modes with assigned resources are extracted from the
system. Second, for any modes in the group whom belong to the same task, only the lowest
mode number (highest priority mode) is retained. The remaining modes of that task in the
group have their preliminary list of assigned resources discarded and are excluded from any
further consideration by the simulation. This is a status we refer to as extracted.
The resulting group of capable modes are now considered scheduled. The attributes of their
associated tasks are updated with a start time equal to the current event time; a duration of
that associated with the mode; and a finish time calculated from the start time and duration.
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The bandwidth for each assigned resource is then deducted by the number of positions that
resource is serving among the group of scheduled modes.
Once a group of modes is scheduled, the resource selection process is repeated for the
remaining eligible modes (see Figure 3.7). The cycle of adding capable modes to the group
of scheduled modes and updating the bandwidth levels of the newly assigned resources,
repeats until no modes are left able to create a schedule from the available resource pool.
Figure 3.7. Resource Selection Reevaluation
An illustration of the reevaluation of eligible modes for scheduling at a single point
in time. Once a group of eligible modes is scheduled and the bandwidth levels
of the applicable resources are updated, the system continues to reevaluate the
remaining eligible modes that have not been either extracted or scheduled until
no mode is able to fill all of its required skills with the available resources. In this
example of a reevaluation, the bandwidth levels of resources R1 through R4 were
previously exhausted, while mode 1 of task C was scheduled. Mode 2 of task C
was extracted, and mode 1 of task D is able to create a schedule because R6 still
retains one level of bandwidth available for assignment.
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Processed Modes
As the simulation progresses, the resource bandwidth assigned to scheduled modes remain
unavailable for utilization until the point in time where the current event time equals the
finish time of the mode’s associated task. At this point in time, a task becomes processed.
The mode of a processed task is considered to have completed its execution and all of the
resource bandwidth occupied by it is returned to the applicable resource.
3.4.3 Model Outputs
The outputs of DRAASTK not only provide a suggested program schedule with accompa-
nying resource assignments and associated skill levels, but information that gives insights
into both resource and skill utilization, as well as potential resourcing shortfalls that cause
project completion delays. These outputs include data sheets for logs of schedule summary,
resource assignment, resource conflicts, resource scarcity, resource utilization, and skill
utilization. A description of each output follows.
Schedule Summary. The schedule summary (Table 3.3) provides a summary of each task’s
available, start, finish, and delay time as well as the mode utilized and the average value for
the skill level of the resources used to create the schedule. This summary not only gives
the project manager a review of the overall program schedule, but displays the average skill
level of the resources needed to achieve that schedule. This average skill level gives insight

















2 A 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
2 B 1 1 2 2 5 0 2 0
2 C 1 1.83 2 5 13 3 0 3
2 D 1 3 5 5 15 0 0 0
2 E 1 1 13 13 16 0 0 0
2 F 1 1 16 16 22 0 0 0
Table 3.3. Example Schedule Summary Log.
The schedule summary provides the overall schedule for each task, the average
skill level for the skills used to execute a task, and the impact that task’s delay
has on the overall project’s completion time. For example, task C in this schedule
has 0 units of slack available and is delayed by 3 units of time, causing a 3-time
unit delay in the overall project schedule. Additionally, while task D has no delay,
it only achieves this schedule with an average skill level of 3.
Additionally, the schedule summary provides the slack time for each task as derived from a
critical pathmethod analysis based on the duration of the first mode. As described in Section
2.1.1, a critical path method evaluation of a project yields not only the best overall possible
completion time for a project, but also the earliest and latest start and finish times, as well as
available slack time for each task in the network based on precedence relationships and task
durations. Without resource constraints, the tasks with no available slack time (critical task)
become the most significant, as any delay in their execution impacts the overall completion
time of the project. However, in the presence of limited resources, the identification of
critical task is as dependent on resource availability as it is on precedence and duration.
In order for a resource-constrained project to achieve the completion time of the CPM
analysis, all tasks in that project must not be delayed any longer than their calculated slack
time. Otherwise, those tasks become critical and impact the overall project’s completion
time. The listed slack time is compared to the corresponding delay time of the scheduled
task to calculate an “impact” time. If the delay time is greater than the slack time, this
impact time is the amount of delay to the project’s completion time due to the scheduling
of that task. This value can then be used to identify focus areas for resourcing efforts.
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Program Log. An entry for the program log (see Table 3.4) is recorded for each processed
task. Values for each field are derived from either the class object attributes at the time the
task becomes processed, or calculated from system variables. Information for each task in
the program includes: task name and project; available, start, and finish times, as well as
duration and delay time; and resourcing information to include resource name, remaining
bandwidth, skill performed, and associated skill level.









2 C 1 R3 0 Skill 2 1 8 2 5 13 3
2 C 1 R2 0 Skill 2 1 8 2 5 13 3
2 C 1 R1 0 Skill 2 3 8 2 5 13 3
2 C 1 R4 0 Skill 2 4 8 2 5 13 3
2 C 1 R6 0 Skill 1 1 8 2 5 13 3
2 C 1 R1 0 Skill 1 1 8 2 5 13 3
2 D 1 R6 0 Skill 2 4 10 5 5 15 0
2 D 1 R5 0 Skill 2 4 10 5 5 15 0
2 D 1 R5 0 Skill 3 1 10 5 5 15 0
Table 3.4. Example Program Schedule Log
Example Program Schedule Log. It provides information concerning task available,
start, and finish times, as well as any amount of delay time. It also includes the
resources assigned to serve each skill and their associated skill levels.
Resource Conflict Log. The resource conflict log provides information for each capable
mode that is unable to be scheduled at its time of evaluation due to resource conflicts. For
each resource displayed, both the skill the mode attempted to assign it to perform and its
associated skill level are listed, along with the level of bandwidth it possesses after that
period of evaluation. This level of bandwidth gives insight into the specific resources, and





Resource Bandwidth Skill Skill Level
2 C 1 2 R3 0 Skill 2 1
2 C 1 2 R2 0 Skill 2 1
2 C 1 2 R1 1 Skill 2 3
2 C 1 2 R4 0 Skill 2 4
2 C 1 2 R6 1 Skill 1 1
2 C 1 2 R1 1 Skill 1 1
Table 3.5. Example Resource Conflict Log
The resource conflict log provides information for each capable mode that is unable
to be scheduled at its time of evaluation due to resource conflicts.
Skill Scarcity Log. The skill scarcity log (Table 3.6) provides the project manager with
specific insights into the program’s skill deficiencies. It displays information for each
mode that is unable to be scheduled, and the required skills not available at the time of its
consideration. The unavailability of these skills is not only due to the resource conflicts
where another mode takes priority at the time of evaluation like those listed in the resource
conflict log, but also to the scarcity of the skill. In conjunction with the schedule summary
and resource conflict logs, the resource scarcity log provides inputs into possible changes
to resource availability schedules and training that would add to the flexibility needed to
address any skill shortfalls, and improve the program’s overall performance.
Project Task Mode Skill
Evaluation
Time
2 C 1 Skill 2 2
2 C 1 Skill 1 2
2 C 1 Skill 1 2
2 C 2 Skill 3 2
Table 3.6. Example Skill Scarcity Log
The skill scarcity log displays the time of evaluation and unavailable required skills
for each eligible mode that is unable to be scheduled at the listed time of evaluation.
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Resource Utilization. The resource utilization log provides usage information for each
resource that is scheduled for the program. For each of those resources, the tabular data
output (Table 3.7), along with a graphic that can be derived from that output (Figure 3.8),
displays the percentage of overall time the schedule requires the maximum, minimum,
or some other level of the resource’s bandwidth to achieve the presented schedule. This
output gives the project manager insights into the flexibility of the current resource pool
by showing which resources have available idle time for expansion of their skill sets, but
more importantly, it shows which resources must be fully exhausted in order to achieve the
provided schedule.
Resource Bandwidth % Maxed % Idle % Other
R1 2 34.78 39.13 26.09
R2 1 86.96 13.04 0
R3 1 95.65 4.35 0
R4 1 73.91 26.09 0
R5 2 43.48 43.48 13.04
R6 2 43.48 4.35 52.17
Table 3.7. Example Resource Utilization Log
The resource utilization log provides usage information for each resource needed
to schedule the program. It shows the percentage of the schedule’s overall time
that a resource’s maximum level of bandwidth is needed, as well as the percentage
of time the resource sits idle or is operating at some other level.
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Figure 3.8. Example Resource Utilization Chart.
A graphical representation of resource utilization log data. For each resource used
to schedule the program, the chart depicts the percentage of overall time that the
resource is operating at its maximum bandwidth, sitting idle, or at some other
level.
Skill Utilization Log. The skill utilization log provides information concerning the pro-
gram’s demand for each skill, as well as the percentage of the schedule’s time the skill is
needed and the average skill level at which the skill is performed. This data on the relative
use for each skill not only allows for insights into alternative mode development, but gives






% Demand % Utilization
Skill 1 1 32 26.47
Skill 2 1.83 52 57.35
Skill 3 1 16 16.18
Table 3.8. Example Skill Utilization Log
The skill utilization log provides usage data for each skill utilized in a program. It
displays the overall percentage of both the program’s demand and the program’s
utilization of the skill, as well as the average skill level at which the skill was
performed.
Figure 3.9. Example Skill Utilization Chart.
A graphical representation of skill utilization log data. For each skill performed
in the program, the chart shows both the percentage of overall demand and the
percentage of overall time a skill is needed to achieve the program’s schedule..
3.5 Proof of Concept
To illustrate the insights gained by modeling and analyzing a project with DRAASTK, we
return to and expand upon project 2 of our example program model from Figure 3.1. We
first consider the results of a non-resource constrained CPM analysis of the project. We then
compare it to a DRAASTK analysis of the project’s single-mode and resource-constrained
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tasks. Additionally, a pool of mono-bandwidth, single-skilled resources are associated to
these tasks, with a priority for short durations and completing tasks as soon as they become
available. Finally, using the results of that DRAASTK analysis, we perform adjustments to
both the program modes and resource pool to demonstrate possible DRAASTK analysis-
inspired changes that could improve overall program execution and give insights into the
risks assumed to accomplish the provided schedules.
3.5.1 Baseline Schedule
We fist consider our adapted project (Figure 3.10) with tasks that have only a single mode,
and a pool of mono-bandwidth, single-skilled resources (Tables 3.9 and 3.10) that prioritize
tasks with the shortest duration.
Figure 3.10. Project Baseline.
Project Baseline. By inspection, the project’s critical path is A-C-E-F, with a
completion time of 23 units of time. However, when available resource constraints
are taken into account with DRAASTK, the calculated duration is 36 units of time.
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Project Task Mode Duration
Required Skills
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3
2 A 1 2 1 1 0
2 B 1 3 2 2 2
2 C 1 10 2 0 2
2 D 1 10 0 2 1
2 E 1 5 2 2 0
2 F 1 6 1 2 1
Table 3.9. Project Modes: Baseline
Modes of the baseline case. Each task only has one mode.
Resource Bandwidth Skill Count Priority Rules
Skill Level
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3
R1 1 1 1 1
R2 1 1 1 1
R3 1 1 1 1
R4 1 1 1 1
R5 1 1 1 1
R6 1 1 1 1
Priority Rules: 1 = Shortest Duration
Table 3.10. Resource Pool: Baseline
Resource pool for the baseline case. Each resource possesses only one skill, with
a skill level and bandwidth of 1.
By inspection, the critical path of this project is through Tasks A-C-E-F, with an ideal
completion time of 21 units of time. However, DRAASTK analysis of this project’s
resource requirements and the pool of available resources reveals a schedule (Table 3.11)
that requires 36 units of time to complete. This schedule is based on the current project’s
organization and resource allocation, and is considered as the base line resource-constrained

















2 A 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
2 B 1 1 2 2 5 0 2 0
2 C 1 1 2 15 25 13 0 13
2 D 1 1 5 5 15 0 2 0
2 E 1 1 25 25 30 0 0 0
2 F 1 1 30 30 36 0 0 0
Table 3.11. Schedule Summary Log: Baseline.
The resulting schedule for the baseline requires 36 units of time to complete, where
task C is delayed by 13 units of time due to resource availability.
3.5.2 Option Exploration
A review of the schedule summary log reveals that the 13 units of time difference between
the project’s ideal schedule and its resource constrained completion time is solely due to
the 13 units of time delay impact of task C. This information allows for at least four courses
of action, two of which we shall explore:
1. Provide additional resources to address the specific skill shortfalls.
2. Improve the flexibility of existing resources by adding multi-skills and/or increasing
bandwidth.
3. Improve the flexibility of the system by developing additional modes.
4. Conduct any combination of the above.
Vignette 1: Provide Additional Resources
The resource conflict log for this schedule (Table 3.12) shows that task C is evaluated and
delayed at two points in time: 2 and 5. At point 2, the log reveals that two units of skill 1
and two units of skill 3 are lacking, with the selected resources assigned to another task.
This would require at least four additional resources with the requisite skills to address.








1 C 1 2 R1 0 Skill 1 1
1 C 1 2 R6 0 Skill 1 1
1 C 1 2 R4 0 Skill 3 1
1 C 1 2 R5 0 Skill 3 1
1 C 1 5 R1 1 Skill 1 1
1 C 1 5 R6 1 Skill 1 1
1 C 1 5 R4 0 Skill 3 1
1 C 1 5 R5 1 Skill 3 1
Table 3.12. Resource Conflict Log: Baseline
The resource conflict log for the baseline case of the project. The log shows that
task C is evaluated and delayed at times 2 and 5 due to a lack of resources needed
to provide the listed skill.
The addition of one resource (R7), with a bandwidth and skill level for skill 3 of 1, results
in a reduction of the delay time for task C to 3 units of time, with a corresponding reduction
to the project’s overall completion time. A graphical representation (Figure 3.11) of the
resulting proposed, baseline, and ideal earliest finish times for each task illustrates the
impact this additional resource has on the project.
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Figure 3.11. Task Finish Time Chart: Vignette 1
The earliest and calculated finish times for the ideal, baseline and proposed sched-
ules for the project after the introduction of an additional resource.
While the addition of R7 does reduce the project’s overall completion time by 10 units
of time over the baseline case, a review of the graphical representation for both resource
utilization logs reveals that, practically speaking, the cost of its addition may outweigh its
benefits. As Figure 3.12 illustrates, R7’s addition allows for this improvement in completion
time, which causes a significant decrease in the idle times for most of the other resources.
However, R7’s own idle time is over 60 percent, as it is used only once to perform the least
demanded skill. Whether or not this option is viable would depend on the project manager’s
assessment of completion time versus personnel cost, but this DRAASTK analysis does
make the implications of this option clearer.
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Figure 3.12. Resource Utilization Chart: Vignette 1
Chart comparing the resource utilization of the project after the addition of an
additional resource, with the baseline case. The addition of R7 causes a significant
decrease in the idle time of the other resources, however, the idle time of R7 itself
is over 60 percent.
Vignette 2: Improve Resource and System Flexibility
In many “real world” cases, the simple addition of resources to an organization to perform
limited tasks may not be a feasible solution. Resource allocations may not make it possible
to hire this kind of contract work, so an organization is forced to achieve their objectives
by finding ways to “do more with less.” In the context of a staff-like organization, this
effort could translate into the training in additional skills for members of their existing staff,
or the reconsideration of a task’s required skills to better fit the skill sets of the staff the
organization has on hand.
For this vignette, the required resources to execute task C are reconsidered, and the skill sets
and bandwidth of the existing resource pool are altered to expand the project’s flexibility. As
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task C is the focus, it is determined that it is also able to be conducted using two resources
with skill 1 and four resources with skill 2, for a duration of 8 units of time. As this mode is
of a shorter duration than the original configuration for task C, it is now considered mode
1 with the previous retained as mode 2 (see Table 3.13).
Project Task Mode Duration
Required Skills
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3
2 A 1 2 1 1 0
2 B 1 3 2 2 2
2 C 1 8 2 4 0
2 C 2 10 2 0 2
2 D 1 10 0 2 1
2 E 1 5 2 2 0
2 F 1 6 1 2 1
Table 3.13. Modes: Vignette 2
The modes for vignette 2 add an additional option for task C that has a duration
of 8 units of time but requires four resources with skill 2 instead of any resources
with skill 3.
Changes to the flexibility of the project’s resource pool is also explored in this vignette
(Table 3.14). Practically speaking, an existing resource pool is limited in the amount of
flexibility that can be achieved based on the type of work, policy restrictions, and inherent
capabilities of the labor force. However, for illustrative purposes, we have expanded the
number of multi-skilled resources and levels of bandwidth with the knowledge that skill 2
is the highest demanded skill.
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Resource Bandwidth Skill Count Priority Rules
Skill Level
Skill 1 Skill 2 Skill 3
R1 2 3 1 1 3 2
R2 1 2 1 2 1
R3 1 1 1 1
R4 1 2 1 4 1
R5 2 3 1 3 4 1
R6 2 2 1 1 4
Priority Rules: 1 = Shortest Duration
Table 3.14. Resource Pool: Vignette 2
A pool of resources with multiple skills and levels of bandwidth.
The addition of an additional mode for task C, and the changes to resource flexibility, results
in a reduction in project completion time from 36 for the baseline, to 24 units of time (Figure
3.13).
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Figure 3.13. Task Finish Time Chart: Vignette 2
The earliest and calculated finish times for the ideal, baseline and proposed sched-
ules for the project after the introduction of resource flexibility and an additional
mode for task C.
While these changes in system and resource flexibility do provide an improvement to project
performance, this improvement comes with the assumption of a certain amount of cost and
risk. As can be seen in the resulting schedule summary (Table 3.15), in order to accomplish
this improved schedule, both tasks C and D must be performed with average skill levels
other than excellent.
Additionally, the change in resource utilization (Figure 3.14) from the baseline case shows
little change in relative individual resource demand, but a marked decrease in resource
idle time and corresponding increases to maxed and other utilization percentages. This
all indicates a significant increase in individual resource utilization, where those resources
















2 A 1 1 0 0 2 0 0 0
2 B 1 1 2 2 5 0 2 0
2 C 1 1.833 2 5 13 3 0 3
2 D 1 3 5 5 15 0 2 0
2 E 1 1 13 13 18 0 0 0
2 F 1 1 18 18 24 0 0 0
Table 3.15. Schedule Summary Log: Vignette 2.
To produce the provided schedule, both task C and task D must be performed
at skill levels other than excellent: 1.83 and 3, respectively. While the utility of
these values are subjective, they do help to articulate the risk an organization must
assume to produce this outcome.
Figure 3.14. Resource Utilization Chart: Vignette 2
Chart comparing the resource utilization of the baseline case and the project after
the addition of an additional mode for task C and changes to resource flexibility.
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3.5.3 Analysis Conclusions
Even though the values for skill level and the effects of operating on multiple levels of band-
width are subjective, they do help to articulate the risk an organization must accept in order
to achieve the resulting schedule. Coupled to objective parameters such as level of training
or time of experience, average skill level provides insights into potential quality of work per-
formed while resource bandwidth utilization speaks to the intensity of work resources must
perform in order for the system to achieve the resulting schedule. Together, the DRAASTK
analysis outputs provide not only insights into system changes that could possibly improve
performance, but metrics to articulate the performance of the current resource pool and the
risk to work quality and sustainment assumed in achieving an outcome.
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CHAPTER 4:
Modeling MOC Staff Operations as a CMRCMPSP
In this chapter, we explain how to analyze the operations of a MOC staff as a CMRCMPSP
model by converting supporting task and MOC staff positions into project and resource
inputs for DRAASTK analysis. An example supporting task is used to demonstrate the
procedure, comparing the results to that of previous work to highlight the advantages of
DRAASTK’s outputs with regard to insights into resourcing and risk.
4.1 Converting MOC Staff Operations into Model Inputs
As explained in Section 1.1.2, the MOC must meet the requirements of two core functions
that are divided among a set of 11 mission essential tasks (METs). These METs are
themselves composed of various subsets from among the 177 total supporting tasks, each
of which consisting of a set of procedures that are accomplished by specific combinations
of the 94 process driver-led functional teams (see Department of the Navy 2014, for a
description of MOC mission essential and supporting tasks).
As an analogy to a CMRCMPSP, the METs that a MOC must meet can be considered as
separate programs which are composed of a set of projects in the form of supporting task.
These supporting tasks, as projects of a program, are composed of individual procedures,
which are analogous to the tasks of a project. These procedures possess precedence
relationships and expected duration, as well as key personnel requirements to lead the teams
conducting work to complete the procedures. To finish the analogy, the roles of the process
drivers leading the teams conducting the work to complete the procedures can be considered
as the required skills for each procedure, with theMOC staff serving as the pool of resources
possessing these skills and associated skill levels based on their relative levels of training
and experience.
Appendix A of theMOC standardization manual (Department of the Navy 2014), provides a
two-page “dashboard” graphic for each supporting task. Each graphic displays a supporting
task’s designation, procedures, and key manpower support required to complete each task,
by procedure. In the following sections, the supporting task OP 5.3.1: Conduct Mission
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Analysis, is used as an example to demonstrate how to convert a MOC supporting task into
DRAASTK inputs.
4.1.1 Project, Task, and Mode Development
Figure 4.1 is the first page of the OP 5.3.1 dashboard from the MOC standardization manual
(Department of the Navy 2014). It displays the procedures for completing the supporting
task, henceforth referred to as the project. Although numbered, this numbering does not
define an order or establish a precedence relationship for the process. Subject matter expert
(SME) input is required to determine the precedence relationships among the procedures
(tasks) and to derive values for expected durations.
Figure 4.1. Supporting Task OP 5.3.1 Procedures. Adapted from Depart-
ment of the Navy (2014).
The first page of the OP 5.3.1 supporting task dashboard. This page provides
a name for a project as well as the procedures that compose the project tasks.
However, this list of procedures is not an ordered list, and SME input is required
to determine precedence relationships and expected durations.
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While deriving task precedence relationships and skill requirements for supporting task
is possible from the information provided in the MOC standardization manual and inputs
from SMEs, developing multiple modes for a supporting task may not be relevant in the
context of analyzing the allocation of human resources. Alternative modes for a task
require that a different combination of skill sets be capable of completing that task. In
an industrial context, an example of an alternative mode would be for a task to require
the skills of one backhoe and one human operator for four hours, as opposed to the skills
of five manual laborers with shovels for twelve. In the context of a MOC staff, however,
the skills of the positions that serve as team leads are specific to the position and not,
as such, interchangeable. A more realistic application of resource flexibility would be to
determine which positions are similar enough in function to cross serve, then designate
those resources who possess the training for those skills as having some proficiency in
both skill sets, if applicable. For instance, many future operations (FOPS) and future plans
(FPLANS) positions may share many capability traits, allowing those who severe in the
positions in FOPS to realistically be capable of performing the duties in the corresponding
FPLANS position, and vice versa.
4.1.2 Resource Pool Development
Figure 4.2 is the second page of the OP 5.3.1 dashboard. It displays the core MOC
positions (process drivers) required to complete project OP 5.3.1, by procedure (task)
number. Supervisor and/or SME input is required to determine the specific skill level and
bandwidth of individual human resources.
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Figure 4.2. Supporting Task OP 5.3.1 Required Skills. Adapted from De-
partment of the Navy (2014).
The second page of the OP 5.3.1 supporting task dashboard. This page provides
the key personnel who lead the teams conducting work to complete procedures,
by procedure number.
For a project, the positions of the process drivers are considered the skills required to
complete each task. The MOC staff consists of personnel who possess the skills to serve in
these positions, each with a certain level of proficiency in leading the procedure (skill level)
and potentially possessing multiple skills and levels of bandwidth to lead other teams with
an associated proficiency level based on training, experience, etc.
4.2 DRAASTK Analysis
Jones et al. (2018) worked with MOC staff SMEs to develop a Task-on-Node network
representation of the procedures for OP 5.3.1 and values for each expected duration. For
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this example, we have adopted that network and incorporated the skill requirements for each
procedure as listed in the MOC standardization manual to develop a project and resource
pool input for DRAASTK analysis. We compare the DRAASTK results to that of the
ideal CPM results of Jones et al. (2018) to highlight the benefits that the methodology of
DRASSTK provides to resource allocation analysis.
4.2.1 Inputs
Figure 4.3 is a task-on-node representation for the procedures of OP 5.3.1, with associated
example task durations. The procedure numbers 1-21, directly correspond to the nodes A-Z
in alphanumeric order with the exclusion of the letters; S, T and W. From this network, task
precedence relationships are determined and a single mode is created for each task using
the skill requirements illustrated in Figure 4.2 (see Table 4.1).
Project, Tasks, and Modes
Figure 4.3. OP 5.3.1 Network Model. Adapted from Jones et al. (2018).
OP 5.3.1: Conduct Mission Analysis supporting task network baseline. The net-
work has an ideal duration of 105 units of time based on its critical path, while
resource constraints result in a duration of 109 after task I is delayed.
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Required Skills






















OP 5.1.3 A 1 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 1
OP 5.1.3 B 1 14 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
OP 5.1.3 C 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
OP 5.1.3 D 1 7 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
OP 5.1.3 E 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
OP 5.1.3 F 1 5 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP 5.1.3 R 1 14 1 1 1 1 0 0 . . . 0
OP 5.1.3 U 1 31 0 0 0 0 0 0 . . . 1
OP 5.1.3 V 1 9 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
OP 5.1.3 Z 1 6 0 0 0 0 1 1 . . . 0
Table 4.1. Project Modes: OP 5.3.1
An excerpt from the modes of the baseline case. Each task only has one mode,
requiring only one resource, or team lead, for each required skill.
Resource Pool
The resource pool for this OP 5.3.1 example is based on the skill requirements derived from
Figure 4.2 and the assumption that each process-driver position is filled by one individual
who exclusively performs that skill with an excellent level of proficiency. While assuming
no manning shortfalls and that each staff member is sufficiently trained and experienced
is an ideal case, use of this resource pool still serves to highlight the insights gained in













































1 1 1 1 . . .
FOPS
OPT Lead
1 1 1 1 . . .
FPLANS
OPT Lead
1 1 1 1 . . .
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
MPG
Lead
1 1 1 . . . 1
Priority Rules: 1 = Shortest Duration
Table 4.2. Resource Pool: OP 5.3.1
An excerpt from the resource pool of the baseline case. Each resource represents
one of the 94 process driver positions on the MOC staff, with a skill level of 1 for
their corresponding skill, and a single level of bandwidth.
4.2.2 Results and Analysis
As illustrated in Figure 4.3, a CPM analysis of the OP 5.3.1 results in an ideal completion
time of 105 units of time. However, the schedule summary of a DRAASTK analysis (Table
4.3) shows, and a finish time comparison graphic illustrates (Figure 4.4), that the resource-
constrained completion time of the baseline case is delayed by 4 units of time due to the
















OP 5.3.1 A 1 1 0 0 5 0 0 0
OP 5.3.1 B 1 1 6 22 36 16 17 0
OP 5.3.1 C 1 1 6 13 22 7 22 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP 5.3.1 I 1 1 69 73 82 4 0 4
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP 5.3.1 K 1 1 69 71 73 2 7 0
OP 5.3.1 L 1 1 69 70 71 1 8 0
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
OP 5.3.1 V 1 1 82 83 92 1 5 0
OP 5.3.1 Z 1 1 103 103 109 0 0 0
Table 4.3. Schedule Summary Log: OP 5.3.1
Excerpt from the baseline schedule for OP 5.3.1 shows a completion time of 109
units of time, with task I possessing a delay impact of 4.
Figure 4.4. Task Finish Time Chart: OP 5.3.1
A comparison of the task completion times for the baseline case of OP 5.3.1 and
the earliest finish times for the CPM analysis. With the task listed in order of
completion time for the baseline case, the task closest to the project completion
time where the baseline finish time first diverges from the ideal finish times of the
CPM analysis, is a point of focus for addressing system delay.
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A review of the resource conflict log (Table 4.4) for task I reveals that task I is evaluated at
times 69, 70, and 71, before finally being executed at time 73. In each case of its delay, the
lack of a FOPS OPT Lead and a FPLANS OPT Lead skill is its only hindrance, however,
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Table 4.4. Resource Conflict Log: OP 5.3.1
The resource conflict log for the baseline case of OP 5.3.1. The log shows that
task I is evaluated and delayed at times 69, 70 and 71 due to a lack of the FOPS
and FPLANS OPT Lead skills.
While a review of the schedule summary and resource conflict log for OP 5.3.1 provide
a truer measure of the impacts the employment of the current staff has on the project’s
performance, the resource and skill utilization logs also give insights into the areas of staff
organization and training that could require focus. For instance, scarcity in the FOPS and
FPLANS OPT Lead skills is responsible for all delays calculated in Table 4.3 and illustrated
in Figure 4.4. The percentage of demand and utilization in the skill utilization log (Figure
4.5), confirms the relative importance of the FOPS OPT Lead and FPLANS OPT Lead that
the schedule summary implies, but it also points to the potential impacts of the other skill
sets and resources who possess them.
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Figure 4.5. Skill Utilization: OP 5.3.1
Skill utilization for the OP 5.3.1 baseline case shows that the FOPS and FPLANS
OPT leads composed the most demanded and utilized skills for the project. Since
each skill in Table 4.2 is only possessed by a single resource, this skill utilization
chart also reveals resource demand for the baseline case.
4.2.3 Analysis Conclusions
As the resource pool of Table 4.2 is composed of only single-skilled resources, the relatively
low utilization of the remaining skill sets opens up the possibility for cross-training of
other staff members in the most-demanded skills. This ”dual-hatting” of staff members
would decrease their percentage of idle time, while relieving the percentage of maximum
utilization exerted by the currently trained staff. However, to realize any positive effects
from this overlapping of personnel satisfying multiple positions, staff members would have
to develop multiple levels of bandwidth and competence in skills for which they may not
be able to achieve an excellent level of proficiency. The end result may be a MOC that
meets its project completion metrics in the near term, but at the cost of personnel readiness
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(resource utilization levels) and an assumption of a risk for degraded performance or even
failure (average skill level).
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CHAPTER 5:
Conclusions and Future Work
In this chapter, we summarize our work and provide conclusions. This is followed by
suggested future work.
5.1 Summary and Conclusions
In order to articulate the near- and long-term operational impacts to command and control
(C2) for a staff that continues to succeed by “doing more with less” in the face of limited
resources, we must find a way to quantify and objectively measure their efforts.
In this thesis, we develop a method for quantifying the operational impacts of manpower,
personnel, training, and education (MPT&E) on C2 resilience in maritime operations cen-
ters (MOCs) by considering their operations as Combinatorial Multi-mode Resource Con-
strained Multiple Project Scheduling Problems (CMRCMPSPs).
We detail how the structured nature of the relationships between a MOC’s mission essen-
tial tasks, supporting tasks, and their corresponding procedures, allows for the intuitive
conversion of its staff operations into a collection of task-on-node type network models.
We also show that the defined responsibilities of core process driver positions serve as
the resource requirements needed to consider staff operations as a Resource Constrained
Project Scheduling Problem (RCPSP). Finally, we describe how each task can potentially
have more than one configuration of resource requirements, each capable of completing the
task within its own duration.
To properly model the “real world” behavior of the MOC’s diversely talented personnel,
we consider task resourcing requirements for various quantities of combinatorial sets of
skills that resources possess. Like the people they are representing, these resources have
the ability to serve a certain number of tasks simultaneously and possess the skill for any
number of process driver positions; each with a level of proficiency based on training,
education, and experience.
To represent the “real world” behavior of an operational MOC, we develop a discrete
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event simulation, named the Dynamic Resourcing Allocation Analysis Simulation Took Kit
(DRAASTK), which simultaneously schedules multiple projects based on task precedence
relationships, durations, and skill requirements. These schedules are assigned resources to
satisfy their skill requirements from a common pool of resources, each ofwhompossess a set
of user-defined priority rules to resolve conflicts arising from limited resource availability.
We compare the outputs of DRAASTK for the project schedule and conflicted resources to
non-resource-constrained analysis results, and we identify the skill deficiencies that cause
any divergence from the unconstrained, ideal schedule. These identified skills provide us
insight into the impact of current shortfalls, and the areas where additional resources or
cross-training could benefit operational performance.
DRAASTK also provides the skill and resource utilization percentages required by the
resulting schedule, and the average skill levels applied to perform each task. Through this
utilization and skill level information, we have a justifiable method to quantify and articulate
the risk and impact that levels of manpower, personnel, training, and education have on a
staff’s operational performance.
5.2 Future Work
Our method for analyzing staff operations gives us insight into the extraordinary levels of
effort their personnel put into ensuring their organization’s success, especially in the face
of limited resources. However, quantifying and measuring the operational impacts of such
perseverance to C2 resilience in the “real world” is extremely difficult when the efforts of
those very same people work to mitigate any empirical evidence of negative impacts in the
short and near-term. Therefore, the focus of our suggestions for future work lean towards
efforts to better understand the organization’s structure and improvements to model utility.
Our procedure for converting MOC supporting task into task-on-node network models that
can by analyzed, is dependent upon the precedence relationship translations and expected
duration determinations of that supporting task’s procedures. Presently, the supporting task
OP 5.3.1: Conduct Mission Analysis (developed by Jones et al. 2018, in coordination with
MOC staff SMEs), is the only available example with credible data. Like Jones et al. (2018)
also suggest, the remaining supporting task should be developed in a similar manner and
made available to study for insight into various scenarios.
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To better model the actual efforts of a MOC staff, further effort should be placed towards
developing the level of granularity for resources and the skills they possess. The MOC
standardization manual (Department of the Navy 2014) currently list process drivers as the
standard basic element for both resources and the skills required to complete procedures
across all MOCs. However, this does not identify all of the personnel actually involved,
as the process drivers are merely the leaders for groups of personnel working to perform
the functions that support completing a procedure. While the positions and functions of
process drivers is meant to be standard across the fleet, this configuration of supporting
personnel is unique to each MOC. Any proper analysis for the impacts of MPT&E to the
C2 resilience of a specific MOC should incorporate this level of staff composition fidelity
into its analysis.
For amore “real world” analysis of C2 resilience, development of input granularity shouldn’t
be limited to the sole consideration of personnel resources. As discussed in Section 4.1.1,
the development of alternate modes for procedures may not be relevant in the context of
analyzing the impacts of MPT&E. However, to gain deeper insights into the impacts of
a broader range of resourcing considerations, such as network or communications suites,
alternative modes should be developed that link procedures to the equipment needed by
personnel to perform their duties, and the alternatives available to them. For instance, OP
5.3.1 requires use of the joint worldwide intelligence communications system (JWICS).
The system allows staffs to efficiently coordinate information at the Top Secret level and
complete tasks within expected time frames. However, in the event that JWICS is not
available, another system that can provide the same level of high-assurance protection could
be utilized, but at a different monetary and/or temporal cost whose affect can be analyzed.
The discrete event simulation we develop to process problem models with the logic of our
method is adequate enough to provide useful insights into MOC operations as we describe
them. However, the complexity of future simulation efforts should be addressed to allow
for a more robust analysis of resourcing impacts. For instance, when transitioning from
Phase 0 operations to contingencymissions, aMOC staff is often augmented with additional
personnel to dampen the stresses of the increased operational tempo (Department of the
Navy 2014). DRAASTK does not consider resource availability schedules as an element of
the resource pool, so their incorporation would allow for the evaluation of a broader range
of connected supporting tasks.
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Since variability in task duration does not necessarily help to highlight the merits of our
method, DRAASTK is a deterministic simulation. However, future work could incorporate
stochastic elements in both initial, and possibly even in resource-dependent, task duration.
This would help to gain a more realistic view of the system operation, and grant insights
into elements of risk management and mitigation.
As with many modeling efforts, future research geared towards gaining more empirical
data of MOC operations is most beneficial. A wider field of data, combined with a more
complex simulation solution that follows the logic of our method and incorporates many
of these future research elements, would help develop a richer bank of objective data for
quantifying effort and risk. This data is needed to articulate the risks assumed by, and justify
the resourcing request of, staffs that continue to succeed in the face of limited resources
while “doing more with less.”
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APPENDIX: Terms
We define the following terms for use throughout our work.
Available Time. The system time when either a resource becomes available for utilization
by a task or a task becomes available for scheduling.
Bandwidth. The number of skills a resource can perform simultaneously. For example,
a resource may have the skills of project leader, project analyst, and communications
coordinator with a bandwidth of 2. Therefore, that resource has the ability to perform any
two of those skills at a given time, but would become unavailable for utilization until one
of those two tasks is completed.
Duration. The time required for a mode of a task to complete once it is scheduled to start.
Finish Time. The system time where a task completes its duration and any levels of band-
width utilized by the task are released to the associated resource.
Mode. Alternate combinations of skills for accomplishing the same task.
Name. A unique identifier for either a task or a resource.
Predecessors. The set of tasks that must be completed before a task is able to be scheduled.
Processed. Condition where a task has been scheduled and the finish time has passed the
system time.
Program. Collection of all projects considered.
Project. A collection of tasks which possess precedence relationships, duration, and re-
source requirements to accomplish work.
Required Skills. A set of skills a mode of a task requires to complete work.
Resource. An element utilized by a task for a given duration, to perform a skill and complete
work.
Skill. The type of work required by a task and performed by a resource.
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Skill Count. The number of different skills a resource can perform.
Skill Level. The level of competence a resource possesses for a skill. It is a subjective value
with a relative worth that diminishes as the value increases. For example, a skill level of 1
would be a skill that a resource is deemed to be excellent at performing, while a value of 2
would be less than excellent, 3 less than 2, and so on. However, a skill level of 0 or none
indicates that the resource does not possess that skill.
Start Time. The system time where a mode of a task utilizes a level of bandwidth of each
resource it uses to perform a skill it requires for completion.
Successors. The set of tasks that cannot be started until completion of the given task.
Task. The lowest level of work element, which cannot be divided further and influences
attributes of the project such as cost, duration, or resource utilization. Projects consist of a
set of tasks where synonymous terms are activities, jobs, or operations. While activity is
the most common term used for this element of a project in project scheduling problems,
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